
Colour Open toe and Almond colour sent if options not specified. 

 Sugar  Sesame  Almond
 Cinnamon  Cacao  Poppy seed
 Blueberry  Black pepper
Trend Colours

Options
 With open toes / toe stubs
 Slanted opening (Small toe (5) completely open)
 Straight opening (Small toe (5) completely open)
 Seams on the outside
 With closed toes
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 Left foot 
Circumferences (c)  
and lengths (ℓ)  
in cm

 Right foot
Circumferences (c)  

and lengths (ℓ)  
in cm

Please check thoroughly before submitting. Juzo can take no responsibility for any inaccuracies provided on this form. Use the Online Ordering System to avoid missing essential details; this will speed delivery and enable us to provide top quality customer service. 
1  If the patient name is provided, the company placing the order confirms that it has obtained lawful consent in advance to forward and process the data of the affected patient.
2 Due to the principle of data minimisation under data protection law, we recommend that you only send in a photo in the case of difficult anatomical features. Made to measure form page    of    

Made-to-measure helpdesk 
Phone +44 161 358 0104 
E-mail sales@juzo.co.uk

Special instructions

Fabric Compression class
1

18 – 21 mmHg
2

23 – 32 mmHg
3

34 – 46 mmHg
Juzo Expert  3021  3022  3023

Juzo Expert Strong  3051  3052  3053

Patient details
Patient name1

Telephone

E-mail

Clinic / Hospital

Order details
Order no.

Date measured

Measured by

Quantity    ☐ Piece(s) ☐ Female ☐ Male
☐ Diverse

Delivery address 

☐   Photo documentation will 
follow by e-mail2
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